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ABSTRACT
This article addresses one very important aspect of the international
agreements concluded by the EU: their direct effect. The possibility for
individuals to rely on provisions from a vast number of legally binding
treaties directly before national courts is essential for the enforceability
and the application of international rules. The issue of the ‘direct effect’
is nowadays even more important, since the EU is in the process of
negotiation of the immensely significant and controversial agreement
for investment and trade with the US: The Transatlantic Trade
Investment Partnership (TTIP). This article will discuss the possible
implications of the concept on this particular treaty in the light of the
jurisprudence of the CJEU regarding other international agreements –
the World Trade Organization (WTO) on one hand, and the various
cooperation agreements or conventions on the other – and will offer
arguments in favour of the recognition of the direct effect.
Keywords: European Union, TTIP, trade agreements, World Trade
Organisation

I. Introduction

In the last fifty years the European Union’s (hereafter: EU or the Union) external
policy has evolved significantly in its political, economic, commercial and financial
aspects. The Union has been developing its external relations in correspondence
with the goals, set out in Article 3 (5) and Article 21 of the Treaty on the European
Union (TEU), and has won recognition as an important global actor due to its
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accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the vast number of
international treaties concluded thereafter.
Since 2013 considerable attention from the public and academic background has
been paid to some very ambitious and far-reaching bilateral agreements: The
Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between the EU and
Canada, and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) between
the EU and the US. The nature of the agreements and the possible impact on the
EU internal market are some of the reasons why their legal consequences should be
carefully analysed in the light of the many concerns raised within the intense public
debate on the topic.
The current article has the goal to provide interpretation on one of issues involved,
namely the possible direct effect of bilateral trade agreements for individuals in the
EU. In order to base the argumentation on solid ground, at first the main aspects of
the doctrine of ‘direct effect’ of EU law will be briefly presented. Secondly, the
article will evaluate the application of this principle on international agreements
from two perspectives: The rejection of direct effect of the WTO treaties and its
legal merits, and the recognition of direct effect of other international acts. The
outlined arguments will be further applied to the bilateral treaties, and more
specifically to TTIP, which – although still not concluded – could be used as an
example due to the high level of transparency in the negotiations, and the working
papers published by the Commission. In the end, the possible implications of the
direct effect will be interpreted and a final suggestion will be provided from a
broader perspective.
II. The Doctrine of ‘Direct effect’ of EU Law

The doctrine of the ‘direct effect’ is derived from the case law of the Court of
Justice of the European Union (CJEU) and its foundations have been laid with the
landmark case Van Gend en Loos. In this judgement, after interpreting the spirit,
the general scheme and the wording of the Treaty establishing the European
Economic Community (EEC), the Court stated that the Community constituted a
new, different legal order of international law, which involves not only the member
states, but also their nationals. Therefore, the direct protection of the individuals
would lose its effectiveness if they are not entitled to invoke the rights arising from
the Treaty directly before national courts. The reasoning of the CJEU has been
further developed and interpreted liberally in the case law, especially with regard
to the conditions upon which an individual could invoke the direct effect of the
Treaty provision. The criteria could conclusively be summarised as follows: ‘a
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Treaty Article will be accorded direct effect provided that it intended to confer
rights on individuals and that it is sufficiently clear, precise and unconditional’.
7

Once established, the doctrine of direct effect was applied also to the secondary law
of the EU. While there is no space for consideration of the direct effect of the
regulations, the Treaties do not explicitly provide for such effect for other binding
legal acts. Nevertheless, the CJEU recognised such effect both with regards to
decisions and directives. The approach of the Court to the latter was much more
controversial and complicated due to the legal nature and the purpose of these acts.
Without going into further detail, the conclusion from the judgements is that
directives can be relied upon by individuals directly against the member states if
their provisions are sufficiently clear, precise and unconditional and the deadline
for their implementation has expired. The scope of the doctrine was further
broadened by the notion of indirect effect, which requires that national law should
be interpreted in the light of the directives. However, the direct effect was limited
only to its ‘vertical’ implications (the possibility for an individual to invoke rights
against member state and other bodies under control of the state) since ‘horizontal’
application, which grants individuals the possibility to seek protection against other
individuals, was denied by the Court.
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In conclusion, the direct effect of EU law can be observed in three dimensions.
Firstly, in its broader or ‘objective’ aspect, the direct effect allows for a provision of
EU law to be invoked before a national Court. Secondly, according to the narrower
or ‘subjective’ interpretation the provisions in primary and secondary law have ‘the
capacity to confer rights on individuals which they may enforce before national
courts’15 against the member states or organs of the states if they are clear, precise
and unconditional and the additional criteria are met. Lastly, with regard to the
application of the directives, the Court has recognised the ‘indirect effect’, under
which national courts are obliged to interpret national law in conformity with
secondary EU law. All of the implications of the principle of direct effect are
serving the idea of a private enforcement of EU law, i.e. the possibility for private
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parties to bring actions before national courts in order to protect their interests
against violations and unlawful application.
III. Direct Effect of International Agreements Concluded by the EU

According to Article 216 (2) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union (TFEU), international agreements concluded by the EU, are binding both to
the EU institutions and the member states. Before the provision was introduced by
the Treaty of Lisbon, the case law of the CJEU had already supported the view that
international agreements, without distinction of their multilateral or bilateral
character, form an integral part of EU law since their entry into force. In that
regard, the approach of the EU towards international law can be considered as
monist. However, binding effect and direct effect are concepts with different legal
consequences and the Court has also applied a different approach to international
agreements.
18
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III.1. Rejection of the Direct Effect of the WTO Agreements.

The WTO is an international organisation, which provides a common international
network for conducting trade relations between its members within the specific
areas of competence. It was established on 1 January 1995 as a successor of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and this is also the date of the
accession of the EU (at that point still European Community). All member states
are also members of the WTO, however in the negotiations and the conclusion of
the agreements they are represented by the EU, in the presence of the
Commission. From an international law point of view, the WTO agreements have
multilateral nature and are legally divisible.
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Yet the CJEU has been rejecting the possibility of direct effect of these multilateral
international treaties since the period of GATT. In International Fruit Company 22
the Court dealt with the possibility for a measure taken by the EU institutions to be
rendered invalid as being contrary to a rule of international law and in particular of
Article XI of GATT. According to the Court, before such invalidity can be
considered, the provisions of international law must be capable of conferring rights
to citizens, which they can invoke before national courts. After an analysis of the
spirit, general scheme and terms of GATT the Court concluded that the rule in
question does not directly confer rights to individuals. The grounds for that
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decision were the great flexibility of the provisions of the General agreements and,
in particular, those conferring the possibility of derogation, as well as the
authorisation of the members to suspend the application of obligations and to
withdraw from the agreement. This conclusion was consistently supported in the
case law following the decision.
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The doctrine of the Court on the private enforcement of GATT faced some
criticism, mainly because similar international agreements have been granted
direct effect. Few examples in that regard are the Free Trade Area Agreement
between the EEC and Portugal from 22 June1972 which eliminated all tariffs and
other barriers to trade between the two parties and the Yaoundé Convention of
Association between the EEC and the African States and Madagascar from 20 July
1963 which provides for progressive abolition of custom duties and charges having
equivalent effect between the Associated States. Nevertheless, there are some
doctrinal reasons which justify the more favourable approach of the Court to the
external agreements, such as their relation to the creation and development of the
single market, as well as the ‘extraterritorial’ or the ‘anticipated’ solidarity between
the parties which created higher forms of integration in comparison to the GATT.
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However, the rejection of the direct effect of GATT was not of absolute nature. In
Case Nakajima the Court considered the invalidity of the EC Anti-dumping
regulation in the light of the Anti-dumping Code, which is part of the GATT and
concluded that an individual can challenge the EU measure in case it is adopted in
accordance with and specifically refers to an existing international obligation.
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The Court’s position on the direct effect remained unchanged after the
establishment of the WTO which, from a broader perspective, decreased the ‘great
level of flexibility’ of the GATT - the main argument in International Fruit
Company. The WTO has a clear organisational structure with a permanent
framework. An ‘Agreement on Safeguard measures’ was introduced with the
purpose to clarify the condition upon which a member can protect a specific
domestic industry, and a reformed and more effective Dispute Settlement
procedure was developed. Although the Agreement establishing the WTO
significantly improved the transparency, stability and the binding effect of the
provisions, the Court again rejected the possibility for direct effect in Portugal v
Council. In this case, the Portuguese government challenged a Council Decision
on the conclusion of agreements on market access with India and Pakistan as
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incompatible with the WTO Agreement on Textile and Clothing. The Court
introduced several important arguments to support its findings.
Firstly, it contended that the WTO Agreements ‘do not determine the appropriate
legal means of ensuring that they are applied in good faith in the legal order of the
contracting parties’. That conclusion is based on the interpretation of Article 22 of
the Dispute Settlement Understanding, which provides for members to negotiate
compensation in cases where recommendations and rulings of the dispute
settlement body are not implemented within a reasonable period of time. This
option is considered as inconsistent with the eventual authority of national courts to
misapply internal legislation contrary to the panel reports.
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Secondly, the Court raised the issue of the lack of reciprocity in the implementation
of the agreement, due to the fact that some of the parties to the agreement
recognise the direct application while some do not. This ‘may lead to dis-uniform
application of the WTO rules’.
36

Lastly, the conditions for the exception established in Nakajima were not found to
be met, therefore the Court excluded the last possibility to review the legality of the
Council Regulation in the light of the WTO Agreement.
The judgement in Portugal v Council attracted substantial criticism against the
arguments of the Court, and more precisely the alleged lack of unconditional
obligation stemming from the Dispute Settlement Decisions and the lack of
reciprocity on the other members of the Agreement. Moreover, the Opinion of
Advocate General Saggio accepted the possibility of a member state to bring an
action against an act of the Council based on inconsistency with the WTO
Agreement. Contrary to the conclusions of the Court, in the Dispute Settlement
Mechanism and in other provisions of WTO, the Advocate General found no
grounds for the rejection of their direct application in the EU.
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Although the deliberations in Portugal v Council raise some doubts, the case law on
the direct effect of the WTO remained in consistency with the judgement.
Additional arguments in support of the position of the Court can be derived also
from the explicit wording of the final recital in the preamble to Decision 94/800 for
accession to the WTO (which according to the Opinion of AG Saggio is simply a
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policy statement and cannot affect the jurisdiction) and from the position of the
Panel of the WTO in a dispute settlement procedure between the EC and the US.
This states that ‘neither the GATT nor the WTO has so far been interpreted by
GATT/WTO institutions as a legal order producing direct effect’. However, in a
footnote remark to the text, the panel did not exclude the potential possibility for a
member to imply its internal constitutional principles and to give rights to
individuals in the future.
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Since the subject matter of Portugal v Council is an action brought by a member
state, it should be considered how this case affects the possibility for individuals to
rely directly on provisions of international law before national courts. It can be
argued a fortiori that if the Court excludes the possibility for a member state to
challenge the legality of an EU measure in the light of WTO law, the direct effect
should also be denied for individuals. Furthermore, the reasoning of the Court
encompasses both the review of legality of rules of domestic law and the ‘direct
application’ of WTO rules. Therefore a conclusion can be drawn that the
judgement in Portugal v Council, although not specifically dealing with this
question, precludes individuals from the right to invoke WTO law directly before a
national court.
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Lastly, there are two theoretical ‘escape routes’ from the rejection of the direct
effect. The first one is the obligation of the Court to also interpret secondary EU
legislation in the light of incorporated international law. The second one is the
Nakajima doctrine, applied in cases when WTO law is ‘somehow already
incorporated in Community law’ by explicit reference to precise and concrete
provision of the agreement. However, these examples are interpreted very narrowly
and could merely play the role of exceptions.
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III.3. Direct Effect of Other International Agreements of the EU

The approach of the Court towards WTO agreements and the consistent line of
argumentation against the possible direct effect is rather an exception in
comparison to other international agreements, concluded by the EU, where such
effect was granted more readily. Many examples could be quoted where CJEU
ruled that an individual could rely on a provision of international agreements
directly before a national court and the Court’s reasoning in such cases is worth
closer examination.
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In Case 416/96 Nour Eddline El-Yassini, the Court ruled that a provision of the
EEC-Morocco Cooperation Agreement precluding a host member state from
refusing to extend the residence permit of a Moroccan national under certain
conditions had direct effect. Case 265/03 Igor Simutenkov dealt with the possible
direct effect of a provision of the Communities-Russia Partnership Agreement from
1997, which prohibits employment discrimination on grounds of nationality against
Russian workers. The Court again found that individuals to whom that provision
applies are entitled to rely on it before the courts of the member states. The issue
in Case 162/96 A. Racke v. Hauptzollamt Mainz concerned an action against a
Council regulation in the light of its inconsistency with the Cooperation Agreement
between EEC and Yugoslavia. Although the Court did not find any grounds for
invalidity of the EU measures, it nevertheless accepted the possibility for an
individual to challenge its legality on grounds of the rights derived from the
international agreement.
Another example is the Lome Convention on
international taxation, which in Case 469/93 Chiquita Italia was admitted as being
capable to confer rights on individuals which they may invoke before national
courts in order to challenge the application of conflicting national provisions.
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All the judgements mentioned above were delivered within the preliminary ruling
procedure before the ECJ and illustrate a continuous line of acceptance of the
direct effect of international agreements. The cases serve not only as examples for
the different approach of the Court in comparison with the GATT and WTO, but
also establish a comprehensive test for the assessment of binding international
agreements with regard to their possible direct effect. After analysing the case law,
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two interpretative criteria could be outlined, which are in fact very similar to those
in Van Gend en Loos. The first part of the test addresses the spirit, structure and
nature of the agreement and the second part considers whether the wording of the
provision is sufficiently clear, precise and unconditional.
With regard to the first part of the test, it should be pointed out that the spirit, the
broad logic and the nature of the international legal act are to be interpreted in
order to evaluate whether it is intended to confer rights on individuals. More
precisely, the Court analyses the aim of the agreement by taking into account the
purpose explicitly stated in the text as well as the intention of the parties, derived
from the preamble or from the more general interpretation of the text. Another
aspect of the legal nature is also the reciprocity in the implementation of the
agreements, that is the existence of legal instruments that guarantee full
commitment of the parties and equal application of the provisions. Namely this
aspect was one of the main concerns of the CJEU when the possibility of direct
effect of the WTO agreement was rejected.
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The second part of the test requires that the wording of the provision which the
individual intends to rely on contains a clear and precise obligation which is not
subject, in its implementation or effects, to the adoption of any subsequent
measure. The provision should therefore have a ‘self-executing character’ which
is not affected by the fact that a national authority has discretion in issuing
authorisation under certain criteria. In a number of cases the provisions found to
have direct effect included obligations for the parties to an agreement to apply a
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non-discriminatory approach. However, there are also instances where the
claimants derived specific material rights from the international agreement.
67

A conclusion can be drawn from the cited case law that the Court applied the
double test, both in procedures of challenging the validity of secondary legislation
and in cases where individuals derived rights from international law against a
member state or an EU institution. It follows that the concept of direct effect of
international agreements encompasses the broader as well as the narrower
definition of the general principle of EU law. This situation is criticized in the
academic field since it involves also the question of supremacy of international law
over the secondary EU legislation. Therefore it is suggested that the double test
should be applied only to the narrow, ‘subjective’ interpretation of the direct effect:
when an individual seeks to invoke rights from international agreement directly
before a national court. The other implication of the principle which allows for
individuals to challenge the validity of EU secondary law should be subject to a
more generous test that examines only the complete and unconditional character of
the international rule as a benchmark for the compatibility of the EU measure.
68

The case law on the direct effect of international agreements is not as clear and
consistent as the system of application of the principle in the EU law, therefore a
thorough analysis of the concept involves primarily a consideration of its general
purpose. Indeed, as stated in Van Gend en Loos, the effective protection of the
rights of individuals requires that they are entitled to directly invoke their rights
before a court, i.e. the private enforcement is recognised as a supplement to the
enforcement through state institutions. In the case of the direct effect of
international agreements two types of protection can be outlined: an ‘active’
protection whereby the individual relies on certain provision of international law
which grants him rights, and a ‘passive’ protection whereby the individual’s
interests are affected by an EU secondary measure and it challenges the validity of
the measure because certain provision of international law protect its particular
interests. Regardless of the type of legal action and the procedure followed, the
result in both scenarios is the same: an individual is entitled to seek protection of
the rights granted by a concrete, unconditional and precise provision of
international agreement, binding to the EU. Although formally the outcome of both
applications is different (in case of ‘passive’ protection the Court rules on the
validity of EU law), from the perspective of protection of individual’s rights the
approach of the CJEU is equally serving the very purpose of the concept of direct
effect. On the other hand, both steps of the test are necessary to be applied since
they guarantee a fairly objective analysis of the provisions and establish a
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benchmark for consistent interpretation of international law. Therefore, the criteria
of the Court should be accepted as a starting point in the assessment of all types of
individual’s claims based on international agreements.
IV. Direct Effect of EU Bilateral Trade Agreements such as TTIP

All the above mentioned examples concern various international agreements, but
the question of the possible direct effect of EU bilateral trade agreements has not
been answered yet in settled case law. However, an evaluation of the issue should
be conducted within the scope of the doctrine of the direct effect of EU law and the
argumentation, adapted so far by the CJEU.
One preliminary reference is worth reiteration in the beginning of this chapter. The
contracting parties to an international agreement are free to explicitly provide for
direct effect, respectively for a lack of such, and only in such situation the
question will have an absolute and definite answer. Therefore, this paper will
elaborate on the issue only in the light of the absence of such provision and will use
as an example the very topical bilateral trade agreement TTIP.
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IV.1. Characteristics of Bilateral Trade Agreements

The bilateral trade agreements usually are concluded between states in order to
facilitate trade and investments in their commercial relationships by eliminating
tariffs, quotas, export restraints and other trade barriers, harmonising the regulatory
standards and more generally speaking, by liberalising the trade.
The features of this type of agreement show similarities to the WTO agreements in
regard to their high level of integration, the broad scope that includes the most
important aspects of trade: custom duties, goods, services, technical requirements et
cetera, and the investor-state dispute settlement procedures which complement the
application of the treaty. On the other hand, the nature of bilateral trade
agreements closely resembles more traditional international cooperation or
association agreements, since they are concluded between two parties and also
cover subjects that are not directly linked to trade, such as sustainable development
or public safety.
It is important to note that the nature of an international agreement by itself does
not affect its possibility to produce direct effect. In that sense the type of the
partnership established by the parties to the bilateral trade agreement or the
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possible future development of their relationship is irrelevant in the assessment of
the principle.
IV.2. Spirit, Structure and Nature of the Agreement

As with other international agreements, TTIP should also be submitted to the
double test in order to evaluate its capacity to produce direct effect. As per the first
part of the test, the following aspects must be taken into account.
Firstly, the aim of TTIP can be derived from the documents adopted before the
start of the official negotiations on the agreement. On 23 May 2013 the EU
Parliament adopted a Resolution authorising the Commission to start negotiations
for an agreement which ‘support the creation of high-quality jobs for European
workers, directly benefit European consumers, open up new opportunities for EU
companies, in particular small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), to sell goods
and provide services in the US’. As a next step and in accordance with the
procedure for concluding an international agreement set out in Article 218 TFEU,
the Foreign Affairs Council (Trade) issued Directives for the negotiation on the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership between the European Union and
the United States of America. According to para. 3 of the Directive, the
Agreement ‘shall provide for the reciprocal liberalisation of trade in goods and
services as well as rules on trade-related issues, with a high level of ambition going
beyond existing WTO commitments’. Furthermore, in para. 7 the objective of the
Agreement is stated as an increase of ‘trade and investment between the EU and
the US by realising the untapped potential of a truly transatlantic market place,
generating new economic opportunities for the creation of jobs and growth through
increased market access and greater regulatory compatibility and setting the path for
global standards’.
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The cited documents clearly demonstrate the will of the Union to conclude a
comprehensive international agreement that reaches an intensive integration of the
EU and US markets and acceleration of trade relationships. In order to achieve this
goal, the agreement is intended to directly offer EU citizens and entrepreneurs
more possibilities for economic profit, and to also provide guarantees for their
rights especially with regard to labour, consumer protection and environment. It
follows that the rights and ‘opportunities’ that the individuals would enjoy after the
entry into force of the agreement are a significantly important aspect of the
development of trade between the parties.
It is true that the text of the Directives and the Resolution can be used only as an
indication of the intention of the EU and is not legally binding. However, the stage
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in the negotiating process does not allow us to analyse other documents, therefore
the objectives set out by the Council and the Parliament are the most valid source
for interpretation. Furthermore, it can be reasonably expected that the Commission
will negotiate the general provisions of agreement within the scope of the given
mandate and will affirm the goals outlined therein. Therefore, it could be
concluded that the TTIP is initially intended to confer rights to individuals.
Secondly, the issue with the reciprocity between the parties must be evaluated. One
of the key questions is whether the agreement is applied to the same extent and
with the same intensity by each party - that is to say whether the provisions are
equally binding. The recognition by the courts of one of the parties of the direct
application of the agreement, or the reservation from this principle, does not in
itself constitute a lack of reciprocity in implementation. With regard to TTIP, the
reciprocal nature is indicated in para. 3 and 4 of the Directives for the
negotiation, but its application will eventually depend on the final provisions of the
agreement, and more precisely on the systems of derogations and safeguard clauses.
Such clauses are to be found in the EU’s proposal for the text on trade in services,
investment and e-commerce, such as Article 5-24 on the competitive safeguards
on major suppliers or Article 5-33 on the safeguards for the protection of privacy
and fundamental rights with regard to the transfer of personal data. Those rules
entitle the parties to introduce safeguard measures on equal basis, therefore, if the
final provisions correspond to the reciprocal nature of the enforcement that is
outlined in the proposals, this aspect of the general nature, spirit and structure of
the agreement would also satisfy the first part of the test.
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Another very important issue which is likely to influence the direct effect of bilateral
international agreements such as TTIP is the government-government dispute
settlement. This instrument aims to avoid and settle any dispute between the parties
concerning the interpretation and application of the agreement. The procedure is
very similar to the dispute settlement rules of WTO, especially with regards to the
possibility of the parties to negotiate the temporary compensation in case of noncompliance. This legal option was one of the main arguments of the CJEU to
reject the direct effect of WTO and should be carefully assessed, especially in light
of the criticism against the jurisprudence. The fact that the parties would have the
possibility to reach an agreement on a mutually acceptable compensation does not
affect the mandatory force of the dispute settlement. Only the nature and size of the
compensation are conditional on the will of the parties, not the enforcement of the
panel’s decision and the obligation to comply. Therefore, the argument of the
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Court against the direct effect of WTO in Portugal v. Council, which is based on
judicial enforceability, should be reconsidered in the first step of the double test on
TTIP. The government-government dispute settlement procedure should not be
observed as a sign for the lack of reciprocity or for the conditionality of the
agreement.
When considering the nature, spirit and structure of an extensive bilateral
international agreement such as the TTIP, a conclusion can be drawn that the
intention of the parties to liberalise trade and to integrate the markets includes the
possibilities that the agreement offers to individuals; that is their specific rights and
interests as the beneficiaries from the development of the trade relationship.
Therefore, it can be argued in the light of the aim and the objective of TTIP, as
well as its reciprocal nature and the enforcement of the dispute settlement
procedure, that the agreement intends to bestow rights to individuals which can be
directly invoked before a national court.
IV.3. The Clear, Precise and Unconditional Wording of the Provisions

The second part of the test could hardly be examined since only the EU textual
proposals are officially published, and it is likely for their wording to be altered.
Nevertheless, for the purpose of this article few of the proposed provisions could
be interpreted in the light of the criteria of the CJEU in order to evaluate their
possible direct effect.
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The TTIP would consist of 24 chapters, grouped in 3 parts: Market access,
Regulatory cooperation and Rules. It is reasonable to expect that Part 1 – Market
access, and more specifically the chapter on Trade in Goods and Customs Duties
would likely include most of the provisions directly concerning individuals, but no
official proposal of text has been published so far. However, in the Chapter ‘Trade
in Services, Investment and E-Commerce’ an example of clear, precise and
unconditional provision can be found in Article 6-7 ‘Unsolicited direct marketing
communications’, para. 3, which confers the right to natural and legal persons to
send marketing communications directly to consumers whose contact details were
collected lawfully.
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Another example of provision that satisfies the test is in Part 2 ‘Regulatory Cooperation’, Article 6 ‘Stakeholder Consultations’ , which deals with the right for
natural or legal persons to provide inputs through the public consultation process
during the preparation of regulatory acts at central level.
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Finally, there are some provisions which regulate very sensitive areas for the
consumers (such as sanitary measures on imported products), however they are
formulated as only imposing obligations on the parties to the agreements and not
conferring any rights on individuals, therefore they would not pass the second part
of the test.
87

In conclusion it could be argued, that if the double test is applied on the textual
proposal of the Commission on TTIP, many of the provisions would not be able to
fulfil the criteria since they govern solely the relationship between the US and the
EU with regard to coordination and regulation. Nevertheless, there is no ground for
general exclusion of the direct effect of TTIP, since the wording of some texts
would allow for them to be invoked directly by individuals before national courts.
Since the CJEU didn’t draw a line between the two types of direct application
(challenging the legality of EU secondary legislation and claiming rights against the
state) and accepted both of them under the conditions of the double test, it can be
argued that TTIP can also offer individuals both possibilities. This conclusion also
takes into account the scenario where the entry into force of the agreement could
lead to various legal actions and adoption of legislation on EU and national level in
response to the trade liberalisation. In such situation it is essential to guarantee all
types of protection for the rights and interests of the individuals both when they are
subject to new rules inconsistent with the agreement and when they are precluded
from exercising the possibilities stemming from TTIP.
V. Possible Implications of the Recognition of Direct Effect to TTIP

So far a strict legal interpretation on the issue of the possible direct effect of bilateral
trade agreement such as TTIP was introduced. However, it is worth also
considering a broader and more general perspective on the question.
A cornerstone for the argumentation in favour or against the direct effect of TTIP
is the investor – state dispute settlement – which is introduced in Part 3: Rules,
Chapter: ‘Investment protection’. This instrument allows investors to claim a
breach of the rules for investment protection directly against the parties (US, EU or
a member state) before a specially designed tribunal. Such institute is generally no
exception for bilateral investment treaties. Without going into further details about
the procedure, it could be argued that if investors in the US and EU are granted
with a tool for direct and efficient protection of their rights, then the possible direct
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effect for the individuals should also be recognised. Otherwise the former will be
put in more favourable position contrary to the principles of equal treatment and
rule of law. This issue can be observed also from the perspective of reciprocity
between the beneficiaries of the agreement. In that regard, even if the relationship
on government level is considered as equally balanced, the different effect of the
provisions for investors and other private parties would jeopardise the reciprocal
nature of TTIP.
On the other hand, possible negative implications of the direct effect could arise
from the inconsistent application of the agreement by different courts and the
dynamic interpretation, which would result in lack of democratic legitimacy and
procedural constrains. However, this cannot be regarded as a serious threat since
the application within the EU is expected to be effectively consolidated in line with
the jurisprudence of the CJEU.
90

Another concern is whether the national courts in the US and EU have the capacity
to provide authentic and competent interpretation of such an ambitious and
comprehensive international agreement as TTIP. Although some authors consider
that domestic courts have the capability to apply international rules, the reality of
the different tradition, background and preparation of the judges in the EU and US
might prove this opinion wrong.
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Finally, a more political argument could also be raised against the direct effect. If
the EU negotiates direct applicability of the provisions of TTIP, it would be very
unlikely to deny such effect to future bilateral trade agreements with some of the
important trade partners as the countries from the BRICS association for example.
A different approach to the issue would prove the Union as an inconsistent
international trade actor, which could have negative implications for long term trade
relations.
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VI. Conclusion

Up to this point, the article analysed the arguments of the CJEU both when
rejecting and confirming the direct effect of international agreements of the EU.
Applying those arguments to the assessment of bilateral trade and investment
treaties as TTIP the following conclusion can be drawn.
TTIP reveals similar characteristics to the bilateral cooperation or association
agreements, concluded by the EU with countries in the process of accession to the
EU or neighbouring states. However, TTIP has a much broader scope and aims at
much higher integration between the EU and US markets which, along with the
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investor-state and government-government dispute settlement mechanisms, reaches
the level of very complex international agreements such as the WTO treaties.
A strict legal analysis shows that TTIP can pass both aspects of the double test on
direct applicability of international agreements, established by the ECJ. The nature,
aim and objective of the treaty show an intention by the parties to offer the
individuals many new opportunities and possibilities for commercial activity. At the
same time the agreement is not serving primarily as a negotiation platform and its
reciprocity and binding power are higher in compare to WTO. As per the second
step of the test, a look on the textual proposals by the EU allows for a reasonable
expectation that there will be provisions which are sufficiently clear, precise and
unconditional and which confer specific rights to individuals.
On the other hand, there are some political grounds against the direct effect, which
possibly have led to the clear rejection of the principle in CETA. It is therefore in
the hands of the competent EU institutions either to explicitly deny such effect to
the agreements, or to leave the interpretation on the matter to the CJEU.
Considering the expected tremendous impact of the TTIP on the EU economics,
but also on the social and cultural environment in Europe, this decision is of critical
importance.
By weighing the arguments on the direct effect of the agreement, it should not be
forgotten that the Commission would conclude the TTIP on behalf of the EU not
only as a political and economic entity, but also as a ‘union among the peoples of
Europe’.
The sovereignty of the democratic Union implies not only the
competence for the exercise of powers, but also the responsibility towards the
citizens. Therefore namely the interests of the people of Europe should be the first
priority in the negotiations.
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These interests however do not cover only economical profit, but also social,
cultural, and environmental values. Any international agreement of the EU thus
should accord to the broad expectations and the high standards of the European
citizens. Although the EU bodies and mainly the Commission recognise the
concerns of the society about TTIP and show willingness to address them, the
question of the level of protection of the rights is still open.
As the CJEU highlighted in Van Gend en Loos, the supervision of the institutions
should be supplemented by the ‘vigilance of individuals concerned to protect their
rights’ in order for the legal guarantees to be fully effective. Therefore, if the EU
truly intends to provide for the highest possible level of protection of the interests of
the citizens and companies, it should leave the individuals the possibility to
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challenge secondary EU legislation when it contradicts provisions of TTIP or to
invoke and claim rights conferred to them by clear and unconditional rules.
This conclusion corresponds with the spirit and the traditions of EU law, and is no
threat to the application of the agreement, since there is a continuous and coherent
line of case law of the CJEU, establishing clear, comprehensive and flexible
conditions for the direct effect of provisions of international law. In the end, if the
issue of the direct effect could be summarised in two possible approaches – explicit
rejection or acceptance under certain strictly applied criteria – the latter should be
given advantage as the one closer to the principles and values set out in the Treaty
on the European Union.

